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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis describes the design of RN1, a VLSI chip and associated packaging used to construct

a multistage interprocessor communication switch called the Transit network. The Transit

network is used to provide a data communication substrate on which to build a shared-memory

multiprocessor.

This chapter discusses the general goals of the Transit project, and the need for an in-

terprocessor switching network. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the range of switching

network design choices. Chapter 3 introduces the RN1 crossbar chip. Chapter 4 discusses the

RN1 chip's communication protocols in depth. Chapter 5 details the internal architecture of

the chip. Chapter 6 goes into more detail about high-performance VLSI circuit approaches.

Finally, Chapter 7 provides an analysis of chip performance, bugs, and future improvements.

1.1 Building a Multi-model Parallel Processor

The goal of the Transit project is to build a family of moderate to large scale general purpose

multiprocessor systems. These systems will initially have from 64 to 256 MIMD processors,

currently commerical RISC microcontrollers, communicating with each other in a configuration

which will appear to the processors as a global shared memory space. In such a machine,

interprocessor communication can be viewed as a special case of memory access (or vice-versa).

The architecture of the Transit machine is designed to support multiple models of parallel

computation. At its core is a high-bandwidth low-latency interprocessor communication net-
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work. This network will allow efficient implementations of a coherent shared-memory model of

compttat; .n, a message passing model, a dataflow model, systolic arrays, and even an efficient

SIMD model. Each of these computational models depends on a different mixture of bandwidth

and latency communication between processing elements.

Existing parallel architectures tend to force the users into a specific programming model.

The Transit machine is designed to present the programmer with a fast, simple hardware plat-

form with the primitive operations on which to build a parallel computation application. The

trend toward RISC processor architectures is instructive. RISC architectures moved many of

the monolithic uniprocessor computational primitives (function call, complex addressing-mode

memory references, exception handling) from hardware to software, allowing the compiler writ-

ers and programmers to utilize the hardware in a more efficient fashion. The higher performance

of the RISC systems over CISC is due in part to the decreased cycle time gained by simpler

control paths. But gains in software performance of RISC systems are also due to the flexibility

gained by freeing the programmer or compiler writer from being locked into a specific high-

level hardware-enforced method of serial computation. Similarly, the Transit architecture is

designed to allow writers of parallel processing software to program a machine which supports

a set of fast, high-bandwidth data communication primitives, without being committed to a

single higher-level computational model.

1.2 The Need for a Switching Network

For any system with reasonably heavy memory access patterns and processors numbering more

than about eight, the data bandwidth of a single bus, no matter how wide, becomes insufficient

to provide the access needed by all processors. If there are n processors which all wish to

use the bus, the bus can, on average, provide each one with access only 1/n of the time. For

computations with frequent memory access and large communication bandwidth, more data

channels are needed to connect the processors.

A ring topology with n hops can, in the best case, increase the available bus bandwidth

by a factor of n over a simple bus, but the latency is also increased by n. Also, the increased

bandwidth is not worth as much as it seems because messages which circulate for more than

one hop on the ring tie up bus resources as they travel.

12



A higher performance and more general approach to processor interconnection method is

the switching network. This is a core fabric for communication. A switching network can be

thought of as a box, with a set of input and output ports, which provides the service of passing

data from any input to any output. Chapter 2 provides an overview of switching network

concepts.

1.3 Interprocessor Switching Network Design Goals

To provide the interprocessor communication network, we have chosen to implement a circuit-

switched, multistage, indirect network called Transit. These terms are defined in Chapter 2.

The Transit network is based on the bidelta network topology, with special network and crossbar

switch design features to enhance performance and fault-tolerance. The goals for the Transit

network are

"* Low-latency communication

"* High-bandwidth communication

"* Fault-tolerant communication

By low-latency communication, we mean interprocessor message times which are comparable

to today's main-memory access times. While some parallel computation paradigms, such as

dataflow, claim to be able to mask message latency with parallelism, we would like the option

of very high speed message delivery. The initial Transit network is designed for a constant

three pipeline stage delay, with very high probability of successful message delivery on the first

transmission attempt [DeHon 90b].

The network should support data transfers which match the input-output requirements of

the processors. The goal for the Transit network is to support 10OMbytes/sec data transfers on

each network port. Each processor node will have four network ports assigned to it on which

it can transmit one 10OMbyte/sec data stream and receive two such streams simultaneously.

The third design goal is fault-tolerance. We want our network to be able to provide fulM

connectivity for all processing nodes in the event of multiple failures of routing chips, wires, or

connectors. Fault tolerance in the Transit network is achieved through a combination of design

13



strategies [DeHon 90a].

9 Hardware Level

As detailed in the following chapters, the basic routing switch component, the RN1 chip,

can operate as a dilated crossbar [Kruskal 861 which provides redundancy in routing con-

nections. The switch can choose one of two alternate paths to route a connection, based

on an internal pseudorandom number generator. This provides the basis for path dilation

in the network, a technique to improve the routing performance and fault tolerance of the

system.

* Network Topology Level

A Transit network is a member of a class of logically equivalent wiring topologies which

provide inherent redundancy in the choice of paths through the network from a source

to a destination. Research into randomized routing of the redundant paths [Leighton 891

through these networks has shown that remarkably consistent performance is achievable,

in spite of the presence of faulty chips or wiring. The RN1 chip is designed to support

the Transit network topology.

* Layered Protocol Level

The Transit network provides what is called unreliable message delivery. The pejorative

connotation of this.term is somewhat deceptive. In the network literature [Tanenbaum 81],

any protocol which gives the sender responsibility for message delivery is termed unre-

liable. The network makes a best-try attempt to deliver data to its destination. The

network provides information to the sender on the status of a connection, but if a connec-

tion is blocked, it is up to the sender to retry transmission or choose another destination.

This is the same approach used in the packet switched Internet Protocol [Comer 88]. Of

course, a reliable packet or stream layer can be built on top of this protocol just as a

reliable protocol such as TCP/IP is built on an unreliable medium such as ethernet. The

robustness of the ARPA internet protocols attests to the fact that an unreliable network

level protocol does not imply unreliable end-to-end data communications.

While some routing networks claim to provide reliable message delivery in hardware, the

lower overhead of the simple unreliable protocol supported by our network hardware helps

14



us achieve very high speed connection setup and data transmission. Also, the experience

of the ARPA Internet has shown that the depending on guaranteed message delivery by

the underlying network hardware has proved to be an expensive and error-prone approach.

15



Chapter 2

A Review Of Interprocessor

Communication Networks

The family of multiprocessor computers we are building [DeHon 90b] all have the common need

for processor nodes to communicate through a low-latency high-bandwidth network. The basic

configuration as shown in Figure 2-1 consists of a number of processor nodes with local cache

and memories and interfaces to the routing switch.

The routing switch should ideally be able to make a connection from any input terminal

to any output terminal. Since each processor node can handle only a small number of input

connections at a time, it is pointless to give the network the capability of routing all inputs

to a single output. The inverse capability, broadcasting data from a single processor to all

others, might be useful in some cases; however, interprocessor broadcast communication has

some serious pitfalls. Consider the case where a sender node broadcasts a message to every

other node in the machine and then wishes to get positive ackowledgement from all receiving

nodes. An extreme traffic jam of incoming messages will flood the source node and all paths in

the network leading to it. This is one example of a synchronization probkm [Tanenbaum 87],

a very serious issue in multiprocessor designs. In general, problems will arise when several

processors are competing asynchronously for a single resource.
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Transit Network

MYRNI RNI

IRN I•,

RNI N

R ID

E1E
Figure 2-1: A small Transit machine; processors with memory/network interfaces to a
routing switch implemented by a Transit routing network.
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2.1 The Crossbar Switch

We define an n x m crossbar switch to be a component with n input ports and m output

ports, which can establish a connection between any input port and any output port. The

term crossbar comes from the old electromechanical telephone switching equipment, which had

crossed rows and columns of metal bars for the input and output ports, which could be connected

by electromagnetic mechanical contacts. Figure 2-2 shows an example of a 2 x 2 crossbar switch.

A crossbar switch can be characterized by its radix, which defines the number of choices of

output directions the part has. Note that the radix of a crossbar is not -ways equal to the

number of output ports. An additional parameter, the dilation, characterizes how many physical

channels there are in each logical direction. For an n x m crossbar, dilation x radix = m. The

dilation can be thought of as a measure of the redundancy of the logical channels. Figure 2-3

shows a 4 x 2 crossbar switch with dilation 2, with the output ports grouped together into

logically equivalent pairs. This switch can be thought of as switching data between two logical

directions. A dilation greater than one indicates that a logical channel can support several

simultaneous data transmissions on that channel.

In general, in a self-routing network (Section 2.2.7) with switch nodes of dilation greater than

one, the decision of which equivalent physical output channel to use is made by the individual

routing elements, with perhaps some feedback from the network as to which paths are more

likely to succeed. When a dilated crossbar is faced with the choice of several available. channels

for an output, it is free to choose which available physical channel in the logically equivalent

set will be taken.

2.2 A Routing Switch Made From A Single Crossbar

A routing switch of arbitrary size, which can establish connections from any input to any

output, can be implemented using a single large crossbar switch. A true crossbar switch has

the unfortunate property that the number of active elements (crosspoints) scales as the square

of the number of inputs to the switch. The usage of resources in large crossbars is also very

wasteful; for a 1000 x 1000 crossbar, there will be 1,000,000 crosspoint elements. Only at
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Basic Crossbar (no connections)

Single connections through switch

OLI I

Two connections through switch
Figure 2-2: A simple 2 x 2 crossbar switch.
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Basic dilated crossbar

Logically equivalent connection pair

Figure 2-3: A 2 x 2 crossbar switch with dilation 2.
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most 1/1000 of the crosspoints in the switch can be active at once, and the remaining 999,000

crosspoint elements will be idle.

2.2.1 Multistage Routing Networks

While the crossbar provides the simplest model of a routing switch, more hardware efficient

routing networks can be built by dividing the routing hardware into a distributed or multi-layer

structure. The tradeoff is that now several stages of switching are required to route data from

the inputs to the outputs of the network. The wide range of possible multistage routing networks

can be divided into several broad classes. Table 2.2.1 shows some of the major categories of

routing topologies, and the machines which use such networks. Note that in the best cases, the

latencies of these networks is logarithmic in the number of network ports, versus constant time

for a full crossbar implementation.

Network Type Example Topology Complexity Latency Processor
Full Crossbar Full Crossbar Nz 0(1) Cray Y-MP

Grid'/Mesh Grid N O(v'N3) J-Machine
Logarithmic, Direct Hypercube N log 2 N 0(log2 N) Connection Machine
Logarithmic, Indirect Omega N log& N log& N NYU Ultra
Logarithmic, Indirect Bened 4Nlog, N 2 log, N - 1 GFII

Table 2.1: Categories Of Networks and Representative Architectures

The networks which I will concentrate on in the following sections are the multistage shuffle-

exchange networks [Gottlieb 89]. A large group of network topologies are included in this

category including banyan, Beneg, delta, omega, butterfly, and many others. The basic routing

algorithms of these networks is the same, with a progression of messages advancing strictly

forward through the routing network, and depth of the network proportional to the logarithm

of the number of destination nodes. The differences between these networks have to do with

geometric layout, blocking performance, component count and network depth.

2.2.2 Direct vs. Indirect Networks

The terms direct network and indirect network are used to describe the relative topological

placement of processors and routing elements in the network. The direct networks intersperse

processing elements with routing elements. The mesh or grid topology places routing switches
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and processors at vertices in a two or three dimensional grid. Latency in a grid or mesh of

n processors is proportional to , or rn/i. Data are routed by passing them from point to

point in the grid. The binary hypercube places processors and routers on the vertices of a

higher dimensional cube. Latency in an n node hypercube is proportional to log&[n], where r is

the degree of the vertices. One example of a commericial hypercube machine is the Thinking

Machines Corporation Connection Machine.

An indirect network separates the routing network from the processors. In an indirect

network, the latency for connections through the network tends to be more uniform, since there

is usually a constant number of stages between inputs and outputs of the network.

2.2.3 Non-Blocking Circuit Switched Networks

The simplest multistage shuffle-exchange network topologies, such as the onega network, have

the property that there is one and only one path from a given input port to a given output

port. This creates the unfortunate situation that there are many possible states of the switches

such that a circuit path from a particular input to an output is blocked by another circuit

path. Thus, it is not possible to always open a connection reliably from any port to another.

Figure 2-4 shows an example of a blocked path in an 8 port network. There exists an open

connection from input port 1 to output port 1, but there is then no way for input port 5 to

connect to output port 0, because both path need to use the single upward physcial channel of

the crossbar switch in the middle stage of the network.

2.2.4 Clos Networks

It is possible to design a multistage circuit switched network in which all permutations of

sender to receiver connections can be made simultaneously, with no blocked paths. One such

multistage network is the Clos network. A non-blocking Clos network, shown in Figure 2-5 is

a n x m input three stage indirect network whose first stage is made from r n x m crossbars,

and whose middle stage is built from m r x r crossbars. It can be shown [Benes 65] that when

m > 2n - 1 and when using a simple routing heuristic, that all possible permutations of input

to output connections can be made. For large networks, the size of the needed crossbars in Clos

network clearly makes it impractical. It also requires a "omniscient" controller to configure the

22



1 /t 1

2 2.

Figure 2-4: A simple delta network, with blocked message path.
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n x m r x r m x n
n n

n r Mr

Figure 2-5: A Clos non-blocking network.

switches for a route based on global knowledge of the state of the entire switch.

2.2.5 Bene§ Networks

Beneg actually defines two kinds of non-blocking behavior. Non-blocking in the wide sense refers

to a network for which any possible set of routing switch configurations for a set of connections

through the network is possible. Non-blocking in the strict sense refers to a network along with

a set of rules that if followed carefully result in routing of all messages such that no blocking

occurs. Beneg points out that practical networks which are non-blocking in the strict sense

have not been found. The Clos network is an example of a network which is non-blocking in

the wide sense.

A practical non-blocking network can be created with a recursive formulation of a network

built from the Clos network (Hul 901. For a Benei network with N = 2" ports, the construc-

tion shown in Figure 2-6 results in a non-blocking network which has 2log2 N - 1 stages and

4Nlog2 N crossbars.
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N inputs, 2x2 switches

N/2 X N/2
SWITCH

N/2 X N/2
SWITCH

Figure 2-6: A Bend network.
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2.2.6 Packet and Circuit Switched Networks

There seems to be no way to build an efficient non-blocking multistage network with less than

2log N latency. And even if there was, it does not help in the case where multiple messages

really want to go to exactly the same destination, i.e., the routing problem is not a simple

permutation. There are two alternative approaches to working around the blocking problem

in multistage networks. One approach is packet switching, where hardware is added to the

network which can buffer blocked messages until the resources needed to route them become

available. Another approach is to stick with circuit switching and move the responsibility for

retrying blocked connections from the network to the sender.

In packet switching, the sender composes a complete packet of data, along with a destination

address, and hands it to the network. The network is usually designed to guarantee that the

packet will be delivered eventually to its destination and not lost or corrupted. Accomplishing

this goal can be much more complex than it first appears; consider the case where a router switch

fails in the middle of forwarding a section of a message. The network must have hardware to

deduce that data has bpen lost in transit, and reproduce the lost data somehow.

In a circuit switched network, on the other hand, the sender requests a connection to a

destination node, and the network opens a "virtual circuit" through the routing switches. The

sender can then send data through this circuit for as long as it wants after which the circuit is

closed down. If a path is blocked, the sender is notified and asked to try again later.

An analogy can be made between a packet switched network and the post-office, and between

a circuit switched network and the telephone network. With a packet-switched network, the

sender puts a message in an envelope, writes the address on the outside, and gives it to the

post-office. The post-office eventually delivers it. In a circuit switched network, sending a

message is like making a telephone call. The sender picks up the phone, dials the number, and

then waits for a connection. If the line is busy, the sender hangs up and tries again later. If a

connection is granted, the sender can transmit data to the destination. The connection is held

open as long as the sender is transmitting data.

There is even a kind of hybrid of packet-switching and circuit switching. [Dally 87] describes

wormhole routing which combines a kind of wormlike packet switched message delivery. A

message is divided into flits, where each flit is the smallest unit of data that can be sent across
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a network edge in one cycle. A message snakes its way through the network, holding open

a circuit the length of its flits, and possibly being buffered or diverted in the network. The

wormhole router has the property of guaranteed delivery by a network with no component or

wiring faults.

2.2.7 Self Routing Networks

One very desirable feature to have in a multiprocessor communication network is the ability for

messages or connections to be routed through the switches based only on local knowledge avail-

able at each switch. The telephone compaiiies, in contrast, have switches which are controlled

by a global switching program, which uses routing algorithms based on the state of the entire

network. This is acceptable when the setup time for a connection or message is short compared

to the duration taken by the transmission of data in the connection. For a telephone call, the

setup time may take milliseconds, and the call may last for minutes. In a multiprocessor sys-

tem, however, the normal mode of operation will be huge numbers of short message transactions

which represent memory references. It is impractical to build a controller to globally service

all of these simultaneous routing requests. It is necessary to have the individual switches in

the network route the messages based on the local state of the switch, and perhaps its neigh-

bors. Work has been done by Leighton [Leighton 89] on the distributed propagation of network

supervisory information by the switch elements in a multibutterfly, and Chong [Chong 90] on

local routing algorithms based on propagation of network state using analog circuit principles.

In a simple undilated multistage shuffle-exchange network the routing algorithm is simple;

there is only one logical path from any input to a specific output. Each routing switch chip

simply looks at a portion of the address field of the message and switches the connection to the

indicated output port. If that output port is busy, the message is blocked. In a packet network,

a blocked message must be either rerouted or buffered locally at the switch.
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2.3 The Transit Network

The Transit routing network is a multistage indirect shuffle-exchange network. A Transit net-

work is built from dilated crossbar switches except at the final routing stage.1 Figure 2-7 shows

a 16 port Transit network, made from 4 x 2 dilation 2 crossbars. The bold lines show all the

possible paths from port 6 to port 16.

The choice of a high dimensional indirect network vs. a direct network was made partly

because of system packaging issues. We wish to get the lowest latency message delivery possible,

and are willing to use as much wire (in the form of multilayer printed circuit boards) as we

can, within practical engineering limits, to achieve this goal. The simplicity of routing in the

delta network makes it that much easier to achieve high performance in our routing switch

components. The simple delta network [Patel 81] has serious problems, from both a fault-

tolerance and traffic congestion perspective; since there is only one unique path from any input

to any output, a single switch node failure or blocked path will prevent connection between

that input-output pair. This problem is addressed by the dilated network topology.

[Kruskal 86] defines a d-dilation of a banyan network to be the network obtained by replacing

each interstage channel in the original network by d channels. A message entering a switch may

exit using any of the d channels going to the desired successor switch at the next stage. The

Transit network topology is similar in theory to the class of d-dilated banyan networks since

the dilated crossbar switches are used. But the wiring pattern of the d-dilated banyan networks

simply replaces each network edge with a dilated edge. The Transit network splits the dilated

channels to make sure that they run to different physical routing switches in order to improve

fault tolerance.

It should be pointed out that the actual choice of next-stage switch node destinations for

dilated channels has a large impact on the tolerance of the network to internal switch failures.

[DeHon 90a) describes an analysis of how network reliability in the presence of component fail-

ures is influenced by the wiring destinations of dilated network paths. This work is based in part

on the ideas put forth by Leighton [Leighton 891 on fault tolerant routing in the multibutterfly

network.

1[DeHon 90a] explains why, from fault-tolerance considerations, the final stage of the Transit network should

be composed from simple dilation-I crossbar switches.
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2.3.1 The RN1 Chip

The RN1 chip, described in detail in the next chapter, is an 8 x 4 dilation 2 crossbar switch

component with byte wide data channels. It can also be configured as a two independent 4 x 4

dilation 1 crossbars in the same physical package.

The Transit network to be used for the MBTA project is composed solely of RN1 chips.

The network is organized as n stages of radix r routing chips, where the number of stages

equals the logarithm, base r, of the desired number of processor nodes. The primary interface

to the network takes place at the input ports of the first stage of routing chips. Connections

are dynamically constructed through the network to reach the output ports of the final stage of

routing chips. These output ports connect to their associated processor nodes. Each processor

node has access to two input ports and two output ports. To keep network loading below fifty

percent, we can restrict a processor node to using only one of its two network input access ports

at a time. The processor node can still attend to two simultaneously incoming requests on its

network output ports.

The Transit network depends on the dilation property of the routing components to provide

good routing performance and fault tolerance. The basic mechanism depends on a pseudoran-

dom number generator built into each RN1 chip. When a new connection is being routed, if

an RN1 chip has two uncomitted output channels in the desired logical direction, one is chosen

at random. This serves to expand the number of alternative paths through the network at

each stage. This path expansion helps reduce hot spots in the network due to deterministic

communication paths. The randomized routing also makes it likely that an attempted route

through the network which fails due to a faulty wire or chip in the path will be routed through

a different path when the sender tries to reinitiate the connection.

[Gottlieb 89] makes a distinction between message-switched and circuit-switched behavior

of the network. They define message-switched traffic as using one-way only communication

channels, where a reply from a receiving processor node to a transmitting node must be routed

as a separate connection. Circuit-switched connections are able to send data bidirectionally.

The Transit network has the capability to support either message-switched or circuit-

switched traffic, i.e., a transmitting node with an open routed connection can turn the connec-

tion around and receive data from the far end without requiring the receiver to open a new
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return connection. Our initial goal is a 64 processor node machine, so with a Transit network

built from radix 4 RN1 components, we will have network latency of log,4 64 - 3 through the

network, and pipeline delay of 6 for turning around a connection.
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Chapter 3

The RN1 Parallel Crossbar Chip

3.1 Background

In Chapter 2, we defined an n x m crossbar switch to be a component with n input ports and

m output ports, which can establish a connection between any input port and any output port.

The RN1 chip is a self-routing crossbar switch with byte wide channels. It has two operating

modes; it can be an 8 x 4 crossbar with dilation 2, or a pair of independent 4 x 4 crossbars each

with dilation 1. Figure 3-1 shows a diagram of the functional equivalent of the two modes of

operation.

Figure 3-2 shows a block diagram of the RN1 part. The RN1 chip has eight forward ports,

FDPORT<A:H>, and eight back ports BKPORT<O:3[A,B]>. We called them forward and back

rather than input and output ports, because data can actually be transmitted bidirectionally

through a connection. Connections can only be initiated through a forward port, however. Data

transmitted from a forward port to a back port is said to be travelling in the forward direction.

Data transmitted from a back port to a forward port is said to be travelling in the backward

direction. Detailed description of the operation of the chip is given in following chapters.

In the 8x4 mode, RN1 can open a connection from any forward port to any available back

port. In the dual independent 4x4 mode, the RN1 acts as two separate 4x4 routers, where the

forward ports A,C,E,G can connect only to back ports OA,1A,2A,3A, and the forward ports

B,D,F,H can connect only to back ports OB,1B,2B,3B.
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3.1.1 The Need For Dilation

An essential feature of the RN1 chip is its dilated outputs; the ability for it to route a connection

to one of two logically equivalent output ports. This mode of operation allows the construction

of a routing network with multiple paths from any source to any destination, such as the Transit

network. In fact, the number of alternate paths expands exponentially up to the middle of the

routing network [DeHon 90a]. This is in contrast to the simple crossbar switch of dilation 1 as

used in a basic omega or butterfly network.

For a network of given size, as measured by the number of ports, number of routing chips,

and number of wires, a single Transit network has better routing performance under load than

a network built with the same number of parts as two independent omega networks. Dilation

is also of great importance for fault tolerance in the network. The Transit network can have a

remarkable number of chips removed before any processor loses full connectivity with the rest

if the network [Egozy 90e].

3.1.2 Connection Protocol

RNl supports a circuit switched connection protocol. This means that once a connection has

been opened, an arbitrary amount of data can be streamed through it, and it will be delivered

to the destination in order with a fixed latency. There is no fixed packet size, at least not

at this level. Higher level protocols can of course impose additional constraints on the data

format. A connection through the Transit network consists of a path through a set of RN1 chips

with sequential interstage open connections. The RN1 chip, and thus the Transit network, is

self-routing because a connection is created through the network with each RN 1 switch in the

path making a routing decision based on purely local information. This is in contrast to an

architecture which requires routing control inputs distinct from the data ports, as is common

in telecommunications crossbar switches[Gigabit 1988][Barber 88].

3.2 System Design Issues

The RN1 chip was designed to be a part of a complete computer system. The integrated

circuit itself is only a part of the final system, and many aspects of its design were driven by
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considerations of how it fit in to the system as a whole. The Transit project goal is to build a

practical working system within the bounds of today's technology. Ideally the whole computer

system would be fabricated on a single monlithic substrate. The practical size of a chip today

is about 1.5 cm square, and contains only a few million transistors. The systems we want to

build are larger, and thus require many chips to be packaged and interconnected, powered,

and cooled. The system must be partitioned into modules, and the decisions of how to best

partition the system are driven by technology constraints and our imaginations.

One of the overall goals of the Transit project is the design of a physically compact and

reliable packaging and interconnect system in which hundreds of processor nodes can commu-

nicate with one another quickly. A Transit network supporting 256 processors is composed of

256 routing switch chips, and the inevitable support circuits for docking and interfacing to the

nodes. The design decsions for RN1 were made based on a mix of contributing factors, some

of which are detailed in the following sections.

3.3 Chip To Chip Communication Technology

The on-chip worst-case delay for the RNI is estimated to be between 8 and 12 nsec. The delay

going from on-chip to off-chip through a 5 Volt I/O pad is 4-5 nsec. The transit time between

chips is limited by the speed of light in wire, in the best case. In reality, reflections of pulses

because of impedance mismatch between drivers can increase the settling time. The 5 volt

standard CMOS output levels also takes a non-neglible time to swing.

Prof. Knight has described a design for low voltage self-terminated pad driver and reciever

[Knight 89b]. This presents a good alternative for future RN1 designs, combining the economy

and low power consumption of CMOS with the benefits of ECL-like speed. The proposed I

Volt pad voltage swing would significantly reduce power consumption of the chip. The design

for the 1 Volt self-terminating pad drivers and receivers has been updated by Prof. Knight and

Alex Ishii. New pad test circuits are currently under evaluation in our lab.

Another option is to use ECL gate-array technology for the next version of the RN1 chip.

The current packaging scheme makes provision for liquid cooling, so the power dissipation is not

a serious problem. Motorola has ECL gate-array with series-term ,,ated pad drivers available

in several impedance values.
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3.4 Packaging

The first technological constraint on system partitioning comes with the number of pads that

can be placed on a silicon chip using today's commercial technology. The constraint comes

both from the requirement that pads be located at the periphery of chips, a limited perimeter

area, and the cost of high pin-count packages. The practical limit is between 300 and 500 pins,

with packaging costs rising much faster than linear as additional pins are added. This sets

constraints on the choice of radix and dilation of our routing switch. If we commit to byte wide

ports, this leaves us a practical limit of sixteen ports on a chip. The reader might wonder at

that number, since adding up the port pins plus control signals gives a total of only around

160 pins. For even modest performance on a chip of this size, a sizable number of power and

ground pads are needed. RN1 uses 80 power and ground pin from the package to the circuit

board, and more even more power bond wires from the package to the die.

The interconr . 7 n network is a crucial bottleneck in the system design, because of the

very large nu:iP r of wires that must be routed; With a 256 processor system with one network

routing stdge per board, up to 8,000 wires have to be routed between the routing stages. Since

the required number of chips will not all fit on a single circuit board, this means that these

thousands of wires must run between circuit boards. In a conventional computer system design,

the routing cards would be fitted to a backplane with edge connectors. If we wish to put a

four stage network onto four cards, we will need edge connectors with 4,000 pins. Current

technology bus connectors allow more like three or four hundred pins on a EuroDIN style

connector. Instead, we have decided to dispense with the backplane entirely.

We have taken a unique approach to the board-to-board connection problem, by using our

chip packages as both chip-to-board and board-to-board connectors. This is done by our use

of custom designed IC packages and connectors[Transit 90]. Our IC packages have 372 contact

points which are used to create a board-to-board connector, with the routing chip in between

(see Figure 3-3). This allows our machine to be packaged in a dense stack, effectively using all

three dimensions for wiring, as opposed to only using two in conventioval packaging.
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Figure 3-2: Schematic icon for the RNL Chip.
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Chapter 4

Routing Chip Communication

Protocol

The Transit network is designed to provide an efficient hardware substrate on which to imple-

ment a small but flexible set of primitive network transactions. The essential primitives we

wish to implement, as defined in [DeHon 90c], are shown in Table 4.1.

In order to let the Transit network support these primitives efficiently in hardware, the RN1

chip architecture supports a simple protocol which will be described in the following sections.

4.1 Chip To Chip And End To End Network Protocol

When a network is built from RN1 chips, the protocol used by the network interface controllers

to talk to the network endpoints is the same protocol as is used internally by the network chips

to talk to one another. Thus, it is possible to detail a single command protocol which serves to

explain both the external user's end-to-end view of the network, and the internal chip-to-chip

Operation Description
read Read memory data from a remote destination node
write Write memory data to a remote destination node
noop Open a null connection, used for network testing
reset Issue a hardware reset to a destination node
rop Network operation emulation primitive'

Table 4.1: Transit Network Basic Primitive Transactions
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COMMAND ENCODING MEANING
IDLE #000000000 This port connection is idle.
ROUTE #1aabbccdd Open a connection to address

#aabbccdd.
DATA #1xxxxxxxx Send this data through an active

connection.

TURN #011111111 Turn control of channel over to
receiver, and return status
and checksum bytes.

DROP #000000000 Drop this active connection.
HOLD #100000000 Temporary pattern to hold connection

_ _ t open during backward turn.

Table 4.2: Byte Encoding of Command Words Understood By RN1

communication protocol.

The RN1 chip is operated by sending sequences of commands and data into its forward

ports. Each forward and back port presents a bidirectional nine-bit wide datapath, consisting

of eight data bits and one control bit. The ninth bit (MSB) is the control bit. This bit is always

high when transmitting data and low when signalling occurs or no data is being transmitted.

Data is latched into the port synchronously with the clock, on the the falling edge of the external

clock.

4.1.1 Byte Encoding of Command Words

A complete data transaction using one or more cascaded chips in a network, consists of a

sequence of command and data words. Table 4.2 summarizes the valid commands which the

RN 1 supports.

The meaning of the command words is summarized below.

9 IDLE When a forward port is in its IDLE state, its pins are configured as inputs, and all

data presented to it with control bit low is ignored. When a back port is in IDLE state,

its pins are configured as outputs, with an idle byte pattern as its output.

After a global chip reset all of the forward ports are set to be inputs and are said to be

internally in an IDLE state. The back ports are set to be outputs with an IDLE pattern

(all zeros are driven). All connections in the internal switching matrix are cleared.
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"* ROUTE When talking to an idle forward port, raising the control bit indicates a request

to open a connection. The top two bits of the data word indicate which of the four logical

output directions to attempt a connection with. If the connection is successful, the routing

word is forwarded through the connection during the same cycle. In a multistage network,

the 8-bit routing word (and all other data) are rotated left two bits by the interstage

wiring, presenting the next two bits for routing in the top of the data byte at the next

stage.

"* DROP The DROP command causes the current connection to be cleared. The DROP

command is forwarded through the connection before the connection is dropped. Thus,

cascaded chips in the network cause the connection to be ripped down all the way through

the network.

"* TURN The TURN command causes a reversal of the direction of data transmission

on the currently open connection. In the forward direction, STATUS and CHECKSUM

bytes are returned from chips in the dead time that would normally fill the pipelined path

through the network. In the backward direction, HOLD bytes are transmitted for the

dead cycle.

The most common type of network transaction we envision is a 'round-trip' connection.

A connection is requested to the desired target address. The bytes of a short message are

sent through immediately following the routing byte. The connection is then turned, at which

point verification is returned, in the form of status and checksum bytes, that a connection was

successfully initiated. Reply data, if any, is then transmitted by the node at the far end of the

connection.

4.2 Grammar to Describe RN1 Protocol

A valid message sequence can be described by Figure 4-1, where [BYTE]* means a series of

zero or more of that type of byte.
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IDLE* • INPUT TO FDPORT

DROP TURN

Figure 4-1: RN1 Message Sequence
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4.2.1 Opening A Connection

In the IDLE state, the forward ports are watching for a low to high transition of the control

bit to indicate the start of a connection request. The host processor should apply idle bytes,

consisting of all zero data word and zero control bit, until it is ready to attempt to open a

connection. The first non-idle byte received by a forward port is a routing byte.

(MSB) CB=1 I Al I AO I BI BO I C1 o CO I Dl1 DO

Table 4.3: Routing Byte Format

A routing byte consists of 8 bits specifying the destination for the message and a 1 in the

control bit. The RN1 chip examines the high two data bits (Al,AO) to determine which of the

four pairs of output ports will receive the message. Assuming a free output port in that direction

is available, the routing byte is passed on through RN1 unchanged during the following dock

cycle. Subsequent non-idle (control bit 1) bytes received by the RN1 are forwarded as data

bytes. Each data byte is clocked onto the chip on the falling edge of the dock and appears at

the outputs, if a connection has been successfully opened, at some point during the remaining

period of the clock cycle. The data is thus available on the next dock cycle to the next stage

router in the network. The number of data bytes transmitted is determined by higher level

protocols, and is not restricted by the RN1 implementation.

In order to cascade more than four levels of RNl chips, a Forward Port can be configured

to take an extra cycle when opening a connection 2. This extra cycle is used to swallow the

first ROUTE (nonzero control bit) byte; when swallow is enabled, the first active ROUTE byte

is simply discarded. The next byte to be sent is treated as the real routing byte, and is passed

along to the back port (when a successful connection was made) in the normal fashion.

4.2.2 Blocked Connection

It is possible that at the time a forward port is trying to route a connection, all back ports in

the desired direction are already in use. This creates a blocked path. In a multistage network,

the partial path up to this chip will be held open, and subsequent data bytes will be discarded,

2To activate the swallow state for port n, the SWn pin should be tied to VDD
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until the connection is turned or dropped. The originator of the message will not be able to

tell if the path was blocked unless the connection is turned around.

4.2.3 Checksum

A router checksum is computed on the forward data through each switch. The 14 bit value of

this router checksum is returned as part of the status byte (see Appendix A) but is otherwise

ignored. It is the responsibility of the sender to compare the router checksum with the router

checksum of the transmitted data. The router checksum provides a diagnostic to localize faults

in the network. Higher level protocols will need a message checksum in the forward direction

to assure the destination processor that the received message is intact.

4.2.4 Turning A Connection

At the completion of the forward data transmission a TURN byte consisting of a data word

of all ones ($FF) and a zero control bit is transmitted. The receipt of this byte by the RN1

on the input port signals the reversal of the associated data connection. The turn byte code

is pipelined out the back port (if a connection presently exists) just like a normal data word.

Simultaneously, connection status information and 6 bits of checksum (with control bit 1) are

driven back onto the input pins. During the next cycle, another 8 checksum bits (with control

bit 1) are driven back to the input pins.

A connection can actually be turned any number of times. The decision whether to drop or

turn is always made by the node which is sourcing data into the channel.

4.2.5 Dropping A Connection

Alternately, the connection can be dosed down by transmitting a DROP rather than a TURN

byte. The DROP byte is pipelined out the back port, just like a normal data word, and the

forward and back ports return to the IDLE state on the next cycle.

4.2.6 Turning A Blocked Connection

If the forward port is in a blocked state, then a TURN command has no continuing connection to

turn around. In this case, the normal STATUS/CHECKSUM is performed, with the STATUS
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byte containing an indication that the connection was blocked at this stage. After STATUS

and CHECKSUM are returned, the forward port returns a DROP command in order to shut

down the initial partial path through the network, and returns to the IDLE state. [See the

Sample Message Transmissions, Section 4.3 for an example of turning a blocked path]

4.2.7 Backward Connection

In the unblocked case, a forward connection which has been turned is now sending data in the

'backward' direction. The connection maintains backward propagation until a DROP or TURN

byte is received at the back port. If a DROP is received it is pipelined out the forward port,

and the forward and back ports return to the IDLE state on the next cycle.

If a TURN is received from the back port, then on the next cycle, the turn byte is driven

out the forward port, while simultaneously, a HOLD pattern (control bit 1, data zeros) is driven

out the back port. This holds the connection open during the next cycle, while the turn byte

propagates to the previous chip in the network. For an example of this turning of a backward

connection, see the third example transmission in the next section.

4.3 Message Examples

The diagrams on the following pages show examples of sample message transmission sessions.

The data at the forward and back ports, and their direction of transmission, is shown by the

arrows into and out of the center router chip.

4.3.1 Standard Message

Figure 4-2 is a standard message, with two bytes of data sent forward, the connection turned,

one byte of data sent back, and the connection dropped from the far end.

4.3.2 Blocked Message

Figure 4-3 is an example of a connection which is blocked when it is opened. All Data bytes

are lost, and the status returned indicates that no output connection was grabbed.

Note that the TURN command given to the blocked router returns STATUS and CHECK-
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prv rue IIDLE t is rotrnxtrue ID°LE
prey. router RUEthis router IDL next router IL

[prev. router ]RUE• this router DL next routervl] IL

[prev. router DT'- this route r OUE • next router IL

Iprey. router DTURN this router DATA'I next router DROTE.

prey. router STATURN.• this router iDT' next router IDATA'I

Sprey. irouter g STATUS'2 this router-'CHKSUM'2_ Inext router DATA

Sprev. router •CHKSUM.2 this router ,, DAA next router DROP

prey. router Ithis router next router-----

Figure 4-2: Sample Message: Opening A Connection
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SUM, just like an unblocked connection. The blocked forward port then issues a DROP com-

mand in the backward direction, which will collapse the connection back to the source.

4.3.3 Turning A Backward Connection

Figure 4-4 shows an example of a connection which has already been turned (a backward con-

nection) being turned from the back, to become a forward connection again.

The HOLD bytes are distinguished by the suffix .a,.b,.c to show which chip is generating

them. They correspond to the STATUS and CHECKSUM bytes in the forward connection turn

sequence.

The following diagrams show on each line sequential snapshots in time of the state of a chain

of three router chips in a network. The type of data word being transmitted and the direction

of data flow is show on the arrows connecting the chips.
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p rev.router ID°LE thsrutr ILE Inextrouter IDILE

No connection avai ; path blocked

prev. router DAA. this router IDL next router IL

prev. router DT. thsrue ILEnext router IL

pe.router LCHKSUM'I [ ths router IDLE nxrotr IDLE

Figure 4-3: Sample Message: A Blocked Connection
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A B C

Sprev. router DATA.1 this route DATA. !I next router 1 DATA.3

prev. router 4-4: this router ning next B kuter to

E prev. router DATA '1] thisrouter TURN nextrouter H OLDC4

prev. router this Touter nex rote

[prey. routerI HOLD'a• this router ]HOLD'b next router [ HOLD).b

prev. router H U I • this router H O D • ne tro t r aD

Figure 4-4: Sample Message: Turning A Backward Connection
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Chapter 5

Architectural Description of the

Chip

5.1 Overview Of The Internal Chip Architecture

Internally, the RN1 chip consists of a central switching fabric, surrounded on four sides by

forward-port and back-port state machines. The forward-port busses run horizontally, and

the back-port busses run vertically. The central switching fabric is a tiled array of crosspoint

modules. A crosspoint module is located at each intersection of a horizontal bus (forward port)

and a vertical bus (back port). Because of the intrinsic redundancy built into the routing

architecture, each crosspoint is actually a dual structure, serving a pair of back ports. The

crosspoint array is shown in Figure 5-1 as an eight row by four column array of these modules,

to better indicate the the close relation between the pairs of back ports. Each column represents

one of the four logical routing directions, and the two back port busses in each column provide

access for up to two connections in that logical direction.

The following sections detail the construction and operation of the forward ports, back

ports, crosspoint array, and line control modules. Clocking and pad logic is also discussed.
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Figure 5-2: The forward port datapath.

5.2 Forward Ports

The eight forward ports have the primary responsibility for decoding and opening new connec-

tion requests, and returning connection status when a connection is turned. The basic datapath

of a forward port is shown in Figure 5-2

The forward port attempts to open a connection using one of its four allocate<3 :0> control

lines into the crosspoints, as selected by decoding the top two bits of a routing byte. Each

allocate line is wired directly to one of the four crosspoints on the internal horizontal data

bus. Each crosspoint is capable of making a connection to one of two back port busses in the

four logical directions. Crosspoint operation and line-control circuits are explained later in this

chapter.

When a forward port is in the IDLE state, its nine If 0 pads are enabled as inputs, and

the data comning in to the forward port input flip-flops is latched on the falling clock edge I.

'An explanation of the clocking of RN1 is given in Section 5.7
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In the IDLE state, the crosspoint drivers are enabled so that data from the flip-flops is driven

through the forward port's horizontal bus into the crosspoint array on phi2 rising. The data

will not get any further unless a routing byte is recognized, in which case an allocate line is

asserted, and the corresponding crosspoint is then armed to try to allocate a connection to a

vertical back port bus.

Note: The main data path bus in the forward port, natio, is somewhat vestigial. Our

original design had a single common bus going into the crosspoint array, and we continued

this thinking to have a single internal bus in the forward port. The single bus datapaths in

the crosspoint were changed to two separate busses, one for input and one for output. The

forward-port state machine needs to examine data no matter which direction the port is in,

backward or forward. Separating out the bus into a forward and backward bus would eliminate

the time required to enable the tristate drivers from the input latches or the crosspoint buffers.

This is a candidate for redesign in future versions of this chip.

5.2.1 Forward Port State Machine

The forward-port state machine has a mix of combinational and clocked logic. The clocked logic

determines the next state, while the combinational logic can compute control outputs based on

changing inputs during the course of a single clock cycle. Figure 5-3 shows a state-transition

diagram for the forward port.

5.2.2 Early Allocate Datapath

According to our timing analyzer, the allocate cycle, in which a new connection is opened, was

one of the critical timing paths on the chip. In order to make maximum use of the full clock

cycle available, and to assure that certain combinational signals had settled before triggering

dynamic logic in the crosspoint array path, we decided we needed to "get a peek early" at the

new input data coming from the pads.

At the start of a clock cycle, as the input data arrives from the pads arrives during phil, it

is fed directly into a special "early" datapath. Normally pad data runs into a flip-flop and is

simply latched internally during phil, and not visible at the output until phi2. The early-out

ports of the input flip-flops allow the allocate-early logic to see the data as it arrives during
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Figure 5-3: The forward port state-transition diagram.

phil. The danger with looking at the data early is that the it is not yet stabilized by being

latched, so it will have glitches during phil. The alloc signal is generated by decoding the

presence of a control bit, and the top two bits of the routing byte. As long as the setup time

for phil is long enough for the incoming data to settle, the alloc lines will be stable when phi2

comes on.

The allocate-early module functions as a small independent state machine. Its job is to

recognize a route command during phil (before the data has actually been latched into the

input flip-flops), decode the routing destination, and enable one of four allocate control lines

into the crosspoint array. Since the flip-flops in the allocate-early state-machine are processing

data during phil, it was neccessary to swap the clock inputs to its state flip flops, putting it a

half cycle out of phase with most of the rest of the chip logic.

Figure 5-4 shows the basic circuit used for the allocate-early state machine. It consists of

a flip flop and an AND and OR gate. In the IDLE state, a high control bit indicates a route

command. This means an allocate operation must be initiated during the same clock cycle.

The control bit, labeled as early-cb, comes directly from the pads. When the state flip-flop
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Figure 5-4: Basic allocate-early state machine.

is reset, the output enables the AND gate to pass an incoming control-bit. On the next cycle,

the flip-flop will latch the high control bit value, and thus disables the AND gate from passing

another alloc command. The OR gate passes the '1' around to be fed back into the flip-flop

input, until the flip-flop is reset externally by the forward port state machine.

The presence of an extra state in the allocate cycle when the swallow state is enabled creates

the need for a little more complexity in the allocate-early hardware. Figure 5-5 shows how an

extra flip-flop was added to the circuit to enable a one cycle delay in the allocate sequence. The

first flip-flop enables the second, and the second flip-flop actually asserts the alloc signal. A

pair of muxes select between the one and two cycle allocate sequences, depending on the state

of the swallow control signal.

In order to set up for the next routing byte, the allocate-early state machine must be reset

when the connection is dropped, or a blocked connection is turned. Tragically, our test vectors

did not cover this last rather simple case in the RN1 chip, and thus the allocate-early flip-flop

is not reset under the previously mentioned circumstance. See the state diagram in Figure 5-3

for the guilty state-transition.

5.2.3 Checksum

The checksum unit computes a 17 bit internal checksum, and reads out the bottom 14 bits in

the status and checksum bytes during a turn. The checksum unit has seventeen flip-flops linked

in a shift-register, with XOR feedback taps at bits 16 and 4. The bottom eight bits also have
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Figure 5-5: Basic allocate-early state machine.

the sequential data words XOR'ed in each cycle with the feedback taps.

Appendix A details the checksum algorithm as a lisp function. The checksum function was

designed to emulate a maximal length sequence pseudorandom number generator. Note that

the clock is always running on the checksum circuit, so that during a turn, between the first

(status) and second (chksum) byte of the checksum, the shift-register is docked once. When

designing hardware to verify the returned checksum, the reader may test his design against the

values shown in the test-vectors in Appendix D. Note that the next revision of the chip, RNlb,

will use the CRC-CCITT polynomial checksum algorithm.

5.3 Back Port Datapath

The back port is quite similar to the forward port. It has access to its pads, and data busses

running into the crosspoint array. Figure 5-6 shows a block diagram of the datapath.

There are a few circuits in the back port that require explanation. The use line is a status

line which comes up out of the crosspoint array. It indicates that this output column was
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Figure 5-6: The back port datapath.
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grabbed by one of the eight forward ports, and that active data will be appearing during this

cycle. Since the use signal is a dynamic precharged line, it is important that the back port

only examine the value during the evaluate cycle (phi2). During the precharge (phil) the value

will of course be logic high. The clock-decoupler circuit is a latch which allows data to flow

through during phi2, and holds the value during phi2 low.

The use signal is sent back down to the line control unit at the base of the output column.

This allows the line control to decide whether to make the output column available for routing

by other forward ports during the next cycle.

Unlike the forward port, there are two fully independent nine-bit busses in the back port

for data coming off the back-port pads, bck-in<8:0>, and data coming from the crosspoint,

fwd-in<8:0>. As noted earlier, this is probably the right model for the forward port as well.

Perhaps someone will take this to heart in the next design of the switch chip.

5.3.1 Back Port State Machine

The back port state machine, out-fsm-std, is slightly simpler than the forward port state

machine. It mainly has the task of watching for use, turn, or drop signals on the fud-in or

bck-in busses. The state transition diagram is shown in Figure 5-7.

As in the forward port, there is a special circuit to detect a turn byte. Figure 5-8 shows the

turn and drop detector circuits in the state-machine module. Since the forward and backward

data busses are completely separate, there are two turn units. The back port state-machine

also needs to be able to detect a drop quickly. This is a case where the control bit is low and the

data bits are not all high. To minimize glitches we needed the turn unit to produce its result

simultaneously with a unit to detect the dropped control bit. Since we were not strapped for

space, we duplicated the turn detect circuits, and just fed in the control bit and its inversion

into the duplicate units. This produces the fid-turn and fwd-cb, and bckturn and bck-cb

signals almost simultaneously.
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Figure 5-8: The back port turn detector.
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5.4 Crosspoint Array

The crosspoint array is the heart of the RN1 switching chip. It provides the connection fabric

through which any forward port may connect to any back port. It is organized as an 8 x 4

matrix of crosspoint modules. Figure 5-9 shows the layout of the array. The arrows indicate the

direction of control signal flow. Horizontal arrows show the allocate lines which are generated

from the forward ports. The vertical arrows show the direction of propagation of the line-ctrl

control signals. In order to make best use of the pads available on all four sides of the chip,

the forward ports alternate in location along the left and right sides of the chip, and the back

ports alternate on the top and bottom sides of the chip.

5.4.1 Crosspoints

Figure 5-10 shows a block diagram of a crosspoint. Each crosspoint serves one forward port, and

has access to two back-ports. The module consists of two sets of tristate nine-bit bus drivers,

and the allocate logic. The tristates are what actually connects a forward-port to a back port.

They are under control of the allocate logic. The use-line modules are used to quickly inform

the back-port if it has been acquired by a crosspoint, by pulling the usingO or the usingi line

low.

Allocate Logic And The Line-Control Modules

In order to understand the allocate logic in the crosspoints, it is necessary to understand the

information that is fed to them from the line-control units at the base of each crosspoint-array

column. The crosspoint array is arranged as 8 rows of 4 columns. Each line-control unit at the

base of a column serves a pair of back-ports (Figure 5-11) and eight crosspoints. Thus there are

four line-control modules in all. Each column is said to have two channels, with each channel.

connecting to a back-port. The back ports are grouped in pairs corresponding to logical routing

directions. Table 5.1 shows the grouping of back ports to logical routing directions.

Each cycle, the line-control module for a pair of back ports looks at which, if any, of its two

back-ports are free from the last cycle. It then generates four control signals which propagate

up the column telling the crosspoints which are the allowed back-ports to choose, should they
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Figure 5-9: The central crosspoint switching array.
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Figure 5-10: A crosspoint module.
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Back Ports Logical Routing Direction
[0,11 0
[2,3] 1
[4,5] 2
[6,71 3

Table 5.1: Back Ports Logical Routing Direction

wish to try and open a connection.

A line-control module is shown in Figure 5-12. The module is responsible for telling the

crosspoints in its column which back ports are free, and if both are free, which is the preferred

one to choose first. It does this by generating the four control signalspo,pl,sO, and sl.

5.4.2 P And S Control Signals

The meaning of the P and S control signals for 8x4 routing mode is shown in Table 5.2. The

letters 'P' and 'S' stand for 'primary' and 'secondary'. In the case where only one channel is

free, it will be selected as the primary channel. When both channels are free, a choice is made as

to which will be the primary channel, based on the internal pseudorandom number generator.

p0 sO pl sl Meaning
0 0 0 0 no channels free
1 0 0 0 channel 0 free
0 0 1 0 channel 1 free
1 0 0 1 both channels free; 0 preferred
0 1 1 0 both channels free; 1 preferred
X X X X no other legal encodings

Table 5.2: P0, SO, P1, S1 Encodings For 8x4 mode (SELECT = 1)

This is to help improve routing statistics and fault tolerance in the Transit network. If a

message is blocked by a busy port or faulty chip, there is an approximately even chance that the

next attempt to open the connection through this chip will choose the other logically equivalent

channel.

As the P and S signals propagate up the column, a crosspoint can grab only a primary

channel. When a primary channel is grabbed, the associated secondary channel, if any, is then

'promoted' to be a primary channel, by shunting the signal on its S line to its P line. The

details of the logic to implement this allocate circuit are explained in the next section.
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Figure 5-12: A line-control module.
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5.4.3 Independent 4x4 Routing Mode

The logic for allocating free channels becomes trivial for the independent 4x4 mode. The select

control signal is low, causing the line-control muxes to generate p0 and directly from useO

and usel. There are no secondary channels in this mode, so the so and st lines are always

deasserted.

Table 5.3 shows the valid encodings for the line-control signals in dual independent 4x4

crossbar mode. For each crosspoint row, in dual 4x4 mode, all the crosspoints belonging to

even rows (forward ports 0,2,4,6) will look at and allocate from only the even back ports (p0

lines). The crosspoints belonging to the odd forward ports will allocate from the pl lines.

p0 sO p1 slI Meaning
0 0 0 0 no channels free
1 0 0 0 channel 0 free
0 0 1 0 channel 1 free
X X X X no other legal encodings

Table 5.3: P0, SO, P1, S1 Encodings For 4x4 mode (SELECT = 0)

The allocate logic in one of the four crosspoints in a row is activated when the row forward

port wants to open a connection to a back port. The grant logic in a column is shown in

Figure 5-13. Given the status information on the P0, SO, P1, S1 lines, the allocate hardware

of each activated crosspoint trys to gain exclusive control of a channel. The P and S signals

propagate up through the eight successive allocate modules in a column. The grant logic is

inherently unfair, with allocate modules closest to the line-control unit having first crack at

grabbing the channels.

To understand how an allocate cycle works, let's look at single column during the course

of a clock cycle. Assume that forward ports 3, 4 , 5, and 7 are all trying to open connections

in this column during this cycle. Assuming both channels are free from the last dock cycle,

at most two of these four contenders can successfully allocate channels for their exclusive use.

Figure 5-14 shows the progression of the P and S status lines up the column during the course

of the cycle.

The two crosspoints closest to the line-control were the successful winners of the free chan-

nels. As was stated before, the grant logic is inherently biased towards crosspoints closest to
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the base of the column. The logic was designed this way to get maximum speed through sim-

plicity. The unfairness is mitigated somewhat by the folded topology of the crosspoint array.

Each forward port has a row of four crosspoints. A forward port which has two crosspoints x

steps away from line-controls will have the other two crosspoints (8 - z) steps away from the

other two units. Thus there are four distinct classes of forward ports on each chip, as shown

by Table 5.4.

Class Crosspoint Priorities
1 1,8
2 2, 7
3 3,6
4 4,5

Table 5.4: Classes of crosspoint grant priorities.

The effects of this unfair allocation can be further mitigated by wiring the duplicate back

ports in each column to different classes of forward ports in the next stage of the Transit

network.

5.4.4 Allocate Logic In A Crosspoint

Figure 5-15 shows half of the allocate logic in a crosspoint. The circuit is duplicated for the

two channels in each column. The carry-units are the heart of the allocate grant chain.

The control signal allocate is aliased internally as the want signal. The want signal is fed to

one or both carry-units, depending on the select signal. Recall that select chooses between

8x4 dilation 2 mode and dual independent 4x4 router mode.

When select is asserted high, meaning dilation 2 mode, the want signal is passed to both

carry units. The want signal means what it says; that this module wants to grab control of

a back-port bus. The allocate logic arms both of its carry units with the want signal, and

waits for the po,pi signals. After the dust has settled in an allocate cycle, the "got" logic

determines if the module actually got control of a bus. This information is immediately used

by the crosspoint's bus drivers to enable data onto the bus.
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Figure 5-15: The allocate logic in a crosspoint.

5.4.5 Dual vs. Independent Allocation

The global control signal select determines whether the chip is in 8x4 (dilation 2) mode or

dual independent 4x4 mode. The action of the select signal is very simple. It does exactly

two things to the chip. First, it determines the generation of the P and S control signals in

the line control module. Second, it acts in each crosspoint to determine if one or both of the

allocate units are active.

When select is low, meaning independent 4x4 router mode, the two carry units in each

crosspoint are decoupled, and only one is ever activated. Crosspoints in even numbered rows

will only arm their channel A carry unit, and crosspoints in odd numbered rows will arm their

channel B carry unit. Thus, even numbered forward ports will only be able to allocate even

back ports, and odd numbered forward ports can only allocate odd back ports. Figure 5-16

shows the logic for the select mode programming.

When select is high, meaning 8x4 ( dilation 2 ) mode, the two carry units in each crosspoint

are both armed. The line-control unit makes sure that the p0, p1 signals never indicate that

both back ports in a column are primary allocate choices.
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Figure 5-16: The select logic decides if a crosspoint is in 8x4 or 4x4 mode, and the parity
of a crosspoint hardwired into each crosspoint to make it an odd or even crosspoint.

5.4.6 Precharged Bus Lines Enhanced With Positive Feedback

The actual implementation of the allocate grant logic was done using dynamic logic, for speed.

Originally the allocate circuits were done in static combinational logic. The associated gate

delay, multiplied by eight crosspoints in a column, proved to be a target for optimization.

In the dynamic logic design, the P0,S0,PI,S1 lines are precharged busses, and the ac-

tive grant signals are propagated as low going pulses. Figure 5-17 illustrates the basic grant

propagate sequence during a dock cycle.

The SIN and PIN lines are connected to the SOUT and POUT lines of the module below or, in

the case of the bottom crosspoint, to the line-control unit. The S and P lines are precharged

during PHIL. On PHI2, low going pulses are sent of the line-control unit for active P or S

signals.

If this crosspoint does not want to allocate, the DOrT-WANT signal is asserted, allowing the

pulses to pass through untouched. The positive feedback inverters sense a low going pulse, and

help to slam the line down to ground, thus boosting the pulses as they travels up the column.

In the case where the crosspoint does want to allocate, the actions are a little more subtle.
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DONT-WANT is held low, and WANT-EITHER is asserted. There are three possible cases which can

happen at the carry unit, depending on the P and S lines.

1. No pulses are coming in either the P or S lines This channel is not free. P and S stay

charged up. Nothing happens.

2. A pulse is coming down the P line. This channel is free, and it is the primary choice for

allocating. The P pulse is simply stopped dead in its tracks. This is how a crosspoint

gains control of the bus. If the pulse reached here, it means no previous crosspoint got

control. Stopping the pulse means no downstream crosspoint will see it.

The GOT logic in a crosspoint can look at the PIN and POUT line, and notice that PIN is

low and POUT is still high. This implies that the buck has stopped here; this crosspoint

has acquired control of this bus.

3. A pulse is coming down the S line. This channel is free, but it is the secondary channel.

The carry-unit logic stops the S pulse, and shunts it over to the P line. This guarantees

that any downstream crosspoints will see this channel as available.

Note that by Table 5.2 , if S is asserted in one channel of a column, the other channel of the

column pair will have its P signal asserted. This is because if you have a secondary channel, it

implies that the other channel is the primary channel.

5.4.7 USE Line Logic

The two use lines in a column indicate whether any crosspoint has acquired the A or B channel.

These lines are logically eight input OR gates. The eight stages in the column make this a slow

gate to implement in CMOS. For this reason, I implemented the use logic using a precharged

bus in a manner similar to the allocate logic. Figure 5-18 shows the logic in half of a crosspoint

stage. The circuit precharges the one bit bus during phil, and conditionally discharges it during

phi2, based on the got signal from the allocate logic. The circuit uses positive feedback to help

to slam the bus low when it detects it dropping. This creates a self-propagating low going pulse

down the the line.
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Figure 5-19: The clock generator can be programmed to create a two phase non-overlapping
clock off of the external PHI2 signal, or can supply the chip with the external PHIl and
PHI2 signals.

5.5 Clock Generator

T.'te RN1 chip uses internally a two phase nonoverlapping clock. The dock signal is derived from

ai, external clock supplied to the clock pads. The clock generator has two modes, selectable

th.ough the dock-mode input pad to the chip. With clock-mode low, the two phases of the

clock must be supplied independently on the ext-phil and ext-phi2 pads. As it happens, the

signals must be supplied inverted. This gives the system designer maximum control over the

non-overlap period of the docks. The dock generator circuit is shown in Figure 5-19.

The three modules, INPUT-STAGE, PREDRIVER, and MAIN-DRIVER are shown below.

When clock-modeis set high, the mux ignores phil completely, and derives all timing off of

the ext-phi2 signal.
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Figure 5-20: The input stage of the clock driver.

/Drive-High

SN--Drive-Low

Figure 5-21: The clock line predriver circuit.
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5.6 Pad Drivers

The pads used in RN1 are 5 volt CMOS bidirectional drivers, originally desgined by Hewlett-

Packard, and modified by Symbolics. The 1V CMOS pad design in being tested on a separate

chip, and will be incorporated into the next CMOS Transit routing chip.

On the pads as we got them from Symbolics, there are numerous enables and latch features

which we did not need to make use of. The nine data lines in each of the eight forward and

back ports are all configured as simple bidirectional drivers. One pair of test pads was placed

in the pad ring. These are the test-in and test-out pads, a simple loopback, where data into

input pad test-in is routed around and output test-out. This provides a measure of on-off chip

delays.

Simulation in SPICE gives a 4-5ns on-chip and off chip delay for the pads. This effectively

limits the cycle time of the entire system to significantly less than 100 MHz.

5.7 Clock Timing And Data Transfer

RN1 has an on chip clock generator to create its internal two-phase docks. For chip testing,

the clock generator can be bypassed, and a two-phase non-overlapping clock can be applied

externally.

When the on-chip clock generator is enabled (CLK-MODE pin tied to VDD), the system

clock is applied to the PH2 pin, and RN1 generates its internal two-phase clock from this

signal. The timing relations of the internal clock to the externally supplied clock is shown in

Figure 5-22. The clock-generator circuits are detailed in Section 5.5.

When the clock generator is disabled (CLK-MODE tied to VSS), the dock timing is as

shown in Figure 5-23. PH1 and PH2 are active low, and must be non-overlapping as shown.

Most flip-flops in the RN1 chip are simple D-type flip-flops, as shown in Figure 5-24. The

flip-flops are clocked on a two-phase non-overlapping clock. By convention, phil latches the

data internally into the first stage, and phi2 enables the new data at the output.

With the internal dock generator enabled, the flip-flops connected to the pads latch their

data a fixed time delay after the fall of external clock. Figure 5-25 shows the timing for a

sequence of input data bytes to a pad.
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Figure 5-22: Relation between external clock and internal docks with on-chip
clock-generator enabled.
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Figure 5-23: Externally supplied two-phase clock waveforms.

The data pads of each forward and back port are bidirectional. A turn command causes

them to change from inputs to outputs. Figure 5-26 shows the timing of a turn.

The output pads at the far side of a connection can also change from outputs to inputs.

For example, when a backward connection is dropped or turned, the forward ports change from

outputs to inputs. Figure 5-27 shows this sequence of data bytes.
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Figure 5-24: The basic flip flop, using a two phase clock.
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Chapter 6

High Performance Circuits: Design

And Testing

One of the purposes of implementing RN1 in custom CMOS was to gain performance over

what was possible from commercially available gate-arrays. Aside from the high pin count of

our chip, the logical function would most likely fit in a large (50-100k gate) gate array.

Using custom CMOS allowed for tuning of circuit performance, as well as one-of-a-kind

circuits to perform logical functions faster than library gates. As a first pass, we designed the

logic using library standard cells, with fully complementary static gates. Using the NS timing

analyzer, PEARL, we identified critical paths in the allocate logic and decided to optimize the

speed using several techniques.

e Buffering large capacitive loads.

In cases where a node had a large fanout, or a long distance route, we added one to three

stages of exponential buffering. We used SPICE to analyze speed improvements.

* Asymmetric Transistor Sizing.

In several cases, the critical path involved the delay for a gate to be pulled in just one

direction. In these cases, copies of the standard-cell gate were made, with only the PMOS

or NMOS transistors sized to pull in the required direction. This reduced the capacitive

load on the drivers while increasing the drive in the right direction.
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" Dynamic Precharge Logic.

In cases where a signal was required to propagate through eight stages of static logic, we

found that we could achieve a four to eight fold speed increase by implementing the logic

as precharged buses with positive feedback. The allocate grant chain and use line logic

were implemented in this way. There was increased complexity in interfacing to the static

logic; going from static to dynamic requires a no-glitch methodology, while going from

dynamic to static requires that you avoid sampling the bus during precharge.

"* Split Phase Logic.

Rather than wasting the time during phil, while the dynamic logic is precharging, we

managed to get the allocate logic to do some useful work detecting and decoding routing

bytes. This has the advantage of stablizing the allocate crosspoint control signals so that

there is no glitching during the phi2 evaluate phase.

" Reduced Capacitance Tristate Crosspoint Drivers.

The crossbar data buses are what is known as self-loading buses. This means that sizing

up bus drivers increases capacitance in exact proportion to the drive added. After you

have sized up to defeat the interconnect capacitance, you are just adding more channel

capacitance. Just beefing up the drivers is thus a losing battle. The only way to fight

this is to design the tristate drivers with as little channel capacitance loading the bus as

possible.

Our original design had a single bidirectional bus for each row and column. This proved

to be a bad design decision, because there would be at any given time eight unused drivers or

receivers on each bus. Thus, we split the row and column buses each into two unidirectional

buses. Then, the tristate drivers were reimplemented using a static gate and a single NMOS or

PMOS to the rails. Figure 6-1 shows our final bus driver circuit.

6.0.1 Manchester Style Grant Propagate

The precharge bus scheme used in the crossbar allocate circuits uses dynamic logic for high

speed. The full column allocate logic was simulated using SPICE. The feedback inverter thresh-

olds were adjusted for maximum speed. The phil precharge transistors were sized down as low
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Figure 6-1: These crosspoint drivers present minimal capacitive load to the self-loaded data
bus.

as possible to reduce capacitive loading, without prolonging the phil precharge phase any longer

than needed by the phil forward port logic. It is important not to forget that precharging takes

time too!

6.0.2 USE Lines

Another critical path was the use status signals which run up the crospoint array columns.

These tell each back port whether it has been allocated during a cycle. Speed is of the essence,

because the indication that a back port has been grabbed must come as early as possible during

a cycle, to allow for the back port logic to enable the output pad drivers. The use line logic

serves to create a fast 8 input OR gate of all the individual use signals in each crosspoint in a

column. For this OR function, the same precharge-bus with positive feedback circuit is used

as that in the allocate grant chain. A latch at the back port serves to isolate the bus, during

precharg, from the combinational logic which is watching it in the back port.

6.0.3 Setup on Phil

The one-shot nature of the dynamic logic in the allocate chain requires that the control signals

to the conditional discharge circuits be stable and glitch free when phi2, the evaluate phase,

comes around. The best way to insure this was to have those control signals be computed

during phil. This was possible because the allocate decision is made based on information

coming in on the pads during phil. The allocate-early circuits in the forward port tap out the
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input data straight from the pads and decode the routing byte destination during phil; the

allocate control signals are stable by phi2.

6.0.4 RESET Logic

One thing to be careful about when designing a complex system is managing the initialization

in a complete and deterministic way. The RN1 chip can be fully reset by asserting the INIT

signal low and clocking for two or more clock cycles. Since our simulations depended on the

entire chip being in a known internal state, we took care at all stages of the design to have a

fully working reset sequence for all modules with state.

6.0.5 Clock Distribution

The clock lines were routed as wide metal bus lines, following the the power and ground distri-

bution tree. In addition to the power line distribution tree, the clock is also run directly to the

center of the crosspoint array, where it propagates outward from the center.

6.1 Architectural Verification and Testing

With around 50,000 transistors in this design, it was important that we have tools to automate

the design and verification process.The design of this chip was aided by several methodologies.

Initial crosspoint logic design was done by Prof. Knight, and served as a starting point

around which to build the RN1 chip. The first datasheet was also written by Prof. Knight,

which served as a model for the desired behavior and interface of the finished part.

6.2 Architectural Level Simulator

Before further logic design work was started, a simulation at the architectural level was written.

Using the Common Lisp Object System, a class was defined for the Transit Network. The

network class built its datastructure using instances of a class defined for the RN1 chip. The

RN1 chip, in turn, was built with classes modeling the main architectural modules; forward and

back ports, crosspoints, and line controllers. The modules responded to phil and phi2 clock

messages by sending and receiving data through defined register ports.
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This object oriented model served to clarify some protocol issues, and led to an initial set

of test vector sequences.

6.2.1 Logic Design and Simulation

The logic design was then undertaken. Credit goes to Andr6 DeHon for the creation of the first

forward and back port state transition diagrams, and in fact for the original idea of splitting

the control between independent forward and back port state machines. This division of the

logic served to reduce the number of control signals which need to travel across the chip in a

single cycle. The state machine diagrams were translated into the input format for the Berkeley

BDSyn logic synthesis system. The output of the BDSyn was fed to the MIS II logic optimizer,

and the optimized output was then fed to the NS logic-to-schematic library mapper. This led

to the automatic creation of schematics using our standard cell logic library, which could be

simulated and verified using RSIM and SPICE. The text of the state machine files is given in

Appendix B.

The datapaths were designed by hand using the standard cell library, with some additional

standard cells to accelerate certain functions, such as the TURN detection logic.f.Le datapaths

for the forward and back ports combined with the state machines. The whole module was

then placed and routed using the TimberWolf simulated annealing package, and the NS router

package. The resulting layout was automatically extracted and graph-matching verified against

the original schematic. The purpose of pushing the modules through the layout system early

was to get accurate feedback on size and capacitance constraints.

The crosspoint logic was then reworked, with no commitment yet to layout. When we had

full chip schematics, we proceeded to write a small test system in Lisp using RSIM primitives.

We designed a moderately extensive test suite, which could be run at any time using the single

command ":test rchip". The complete test vectors are given in Appendix D.

When we got functional verification, we then turned to optimizing the performance of

the chip. Using the NS timing analyzer, PEARL, we found that several critical paths were

unacceptably slow. We optimized what we could by resizing drivers, but ultimately had to

accept the conclusion that dynamic logic would be necessary to get the speed we wanted.

The redesign of the crosspoints and control logic for dynamic logic was aided by extensive
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use of SPICE, which we brought up on the MIT CRAY-II. Figure 6-2 shows an example of a

spice run analysis to speed up the carry chain.

When we were reasonably happy with the projected speed of the chip, we started laying

out the custom crosspoints. This was aided by running the Berkeley TimberWolf standard cell

package on the control logic for the module.

Timing analysis with the new capacitance estimates showed that the crossbar buses still

had too much load. This led to splitting them into pairs of undirectional buses, with redesigned

tristate drivers.

Power and ground distribution was provided by the composition system, which also handled

the intermodule and clock routing. The floorplanner allowed the chip designer to place the

major modules in their rough locations as shown. The floorplanner then placed and routed the

modules according to the top-level schematic, adding power, ground, and dock buses in a tree

distribution. Power and ground were distributed using continuous second layer metal all the

way in from bonding pad ring.

The pad ring was specified textually as four NS mask generators, one for each side of the

chip. The clock generator, borrowed from Symbolics Ivory Rev3, lives in the bottom pads

module.

Final mask verification was unfortunately not complete. Due to problems with the full

chip mask extract, the masks were sent out without a full network compare of the CIF file

to the schematic network. Partial verification was done to at least make sure there were no

power-ground shorts and that the clock lines were not shorted to one another or to the power

rails.

6.3 Testing

We constructed a chip test system to interface to the VME bus, which we connected to our

XL1200 Lisp machine. The tester was capable of applying stimulation to or reading values from

all pins of the chip simultaneously, and could generate a single or two phase dock.

The fabricated parts were packaged in our custom DSPGA372 package, and returned to

us. There was a power/gound short in the pad ring, which we removed by scraping with a

microprobe, and later with the help of the submicrometer technology group at Lincoln Labs.
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Figure 6-2: Spice Simulation of the dynamic Allocate Logic
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Thanks go to Scott Doran at Lincoln for helping to rework half a dozen chips.
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Chapter 7

Chip Performance, Bugs, and

Future Improvements

We received twenty packaged parts from MOSIS, and a handful of unpackaged die. To test the

chips, we built a tester board to attach to the VME bus of our XL1200 Lisp Machine. This

allowed us to apply data, clocks, and control signals to the RN1 chips, and to capture the chip

responses.

Our custom button-board packaging required special mechanical work to build a test board

fixture and cabling. The button board connectors themselves have been quite reliable, although

they are very fragile when not installed in the system, and require careful handling.

7.1 Functional Tests

The chips were partially functional; they were able to self-route connections, and to recognize

the commands to drop or reverse a connection. The presence of a mask error in the pad ring

prevented the control bit of BKPORT7 from going low, thus preventing that port from being

useful in a network configuration.

While it was possible to make simple connections through the chip, a race condition was

discovered in the line-ctrl logic, which allowed the line allocation data from a previous cycle

to appear momentarily at the start of a clock cycle. This would not be a problem for a chip

with all static logic, but dynamic precharge logic is not forgiving of glitches. The result is
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that the RN1 chip cannot route a new connection reliably on a cycle which occurs immediately

after a event which has changed the state of the line-control status lines p0, pi, so, si.

Unfortunately, the random bit generator from the forward ports can change the state of these

lines on any cycle. Thus, the chip is not usable in its present form for building a network. These

bugs are understood, and will be fixed in the next revision, along with several improvements

which we have developed since RN1 was designed.

7.2 Performance

We are still in the process of testing the chips at speed, to find the maximum clock frequency

at which they can operate. This is complicated by the lack of a real high speed chip tester. We

have made several test boards using high speed PAL devices to stimulate the chip at high clock

speeds.

One of the most significant limitations to the dock speed which we can cycle the part seems

to be a long phase delay in the internal two-phase clock generator. The delay through the

allocate cycle, as measured from the falling edge of the input dock, seems to be about 33ns.

This delay is actually pessimistic, when the dock generator phase delay is taken into account.

Figure 7-1 shows a scope trace of the RN1 part opening a connection and transmitting data at

a clock frequency of 55Mhz. If the on chip clock skew could be reduced, this would indicate

the the part could be clocked reliably at 50Mhz. Thus far, lacking a high speed tester, we have

run very simple open-close connection tests through the part at a sustained 50Mhz dock rate.

The HP CMOS 5v pads account for about 10ns of this delay, so that a move to faster I/O pads

could speed the cycle time up considerably.

Figure 7-2 shows the phase relationship between the external clock and the internal two-

phase clocks which are derived from it. The delay between external clock falling and internal

phi2 rising seems to be about 13ns. This dearly needs to be optimized in the next revision.

Figure 7-3 shows the delay from the internal pad loopback circuit. This circuit consists

of an input pad internally looped back to an output pad. The total on-chip to off-chip delay

measures around 10ns.
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Figure 7-1: RN1 clocking a connection at 55 Mhz
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Figure 7-2: Relation between external clock and internal docks.
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7.3 Conclusions

The RN1 chip as conceived and executed has achieved its stated design purpose in many ar',

.Although the speed goal of 100MHz performance in CMOS technology now seems to .• -

too agressive, the RN1 chip prototype has allowed us to verify many aspects of our system

design, The integrated three-dimensional packaging technology shows great promise, and w,

are now designing the boards for a 64 port Transit network using this technology. The I?

has provided proof of concept of our crossbar design and routing protocol, and will, with i,

appropriate bug fixes and improvements, allow us to build our interprocessor communication

switch. The next VLSI chip will be considerably easier to produce, having gone through the

excercise once already.

7.3.1 Simulation: Models vs. Reality

One of the lessons to be learned from this design experience is that it is very important to be

aware of the limits of the circuit simulators and models which are used in our design tools. The

dynamic logic race condition was not apparent in our simulations using the RSIM switch-level

simulator. A full simulation in SPICE would have in fact caught the problem, but that was

deemed impractical, with the tools we were running. I simulated the dyanmic logic paths in

SPICE to verify that they were correct, but failed to do complete simulation of the interface

circuits between the static and dynamic logic. The important point is to understand where

trouble is likely to occur, and concentrate design and verification effort in those places.

7.3.2 Test Vectors

We were bitten by a bug which could easily have been caught by our verification methodology

had we done a better job of creating test vectors for the simulation. The lesson here is that

it is very important to create a complete and exhaustive set of tests to verify that the system

performs the desired function. The bug I am referring to is the allocate-early reset bug. This

was a bug which was introduced late in the design cycle, when I decided to speed up the system

by adding an independent state machine in the forward port to help do routing allocation during

the first phase of the two phase clock cycle. The bug went unnoticed because our test suite
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did not happen to have a long enough sequence of sample traffic to get the forward port into a

state which would cause an error.

Our test suite was deficient because we convinced ourselves that we had designed an ex-

haustive set of tests, by reasoning out all the possible states of the chip and testing each of

them in one way. The problem with this methodology is that when the implementation changed

late in the design cycle, our early reasoning as to the operation of the chip was no longer com-

plete. The correct thing to have done would have been to get fairly large and extensive traffic

sequences from actual simulations, and use them in addition to our carefully constructed test

cases. This would serve to create a background which could fill in the blind-spots left by our

design tunnel-vision.

7.4 Future Improvements

We are currently working on the next revision of the RN1 part, RN1B. Aside from known bug

fixes, it will have the following architectural improvements

e CRC-CCITT Checksum Unit

The new CRC generator (Appendix A) uses the CRC-CCITT polynomial checksum gen-

erator.

a External Random Inputs

In order to make the part more testable, and pave the way for wider datapath networks,

we have made the source of random bits for the allocate preference in the line-control

units source from an external 4 bit bus. The RN1B part also generates a single RANDOM

output, which can be fed to neighboring parts.

e TURN Byte code now depends only on top two bits of data

In order to allow extra control codes, we have made the TURN code depend only on the

following logic equation: -CBIT*DATA< 7 >*DATA< 6 >. This allows three other valid

code words at the end of a message data sequence besides the TURN command.

[DeHon 90e] details a more complete list of suggested improvements for future chip revisions.
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7.5 Possible Architectural Extensions

"* The idea for a quick-drop signal has been proposed. This would consist of one extra

control signal per forward port, which would immediately signal the previous chip if a

newly allocated connection was blocked. This would alleviate the need to wait until a TURN

command has been issued to discover that a connection is blocked. The quick teardown

of the blocked partial path through the network would relieve congestion and allow the

sender to retry sooner.

"* The quick-drop pin is only used once at the start of each allocate cycle. During the rest of

the time, it could be used for other routing supervisory purposes; congestion information

could be propagted back through this control signal to previous chips in the network, to

assist the line-control units to choose a benficial primary output channel.

"* Double clock speed message trmnmission

The allocate cycle is the critical path in chip timing; once a data connection has been

opened, it takes a fraction of the allocate time to simply pass the data through the forward

port, crosspoint, and back-port drivers. It should be possible to break it into two piplined

phases, and increase the clock speed and thus the speed of data transmission.
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Appendix A

Checksum Generator

The checksum function used was based on a modem pseudorandom bit scrambler circuit. This

turned out to be very awkward to implement, and did not have especially good performance as

a check for bit errors. Also, the circuit as designed had the annoying property of docking once

in between sending the first and second byte of the CRC during a turn. This made emulating

the behavior of the checksuinin hardware at the network interface needlessly complex.

The checksum is computed using a 17 bit feedback shift-register into which the 8 bit data

is XORed. The feedback taps are at bits 4 and 16.

The checksum is emitted from the RN1 in two successive bytes: 6 bits in the STATUS byte,

and the remaining 8 bits in the CHECKSUM byte. During this sequence, the checksum unit

is clocked once, so the second half of the checksum will be the value of the bottom 8 bits of

the shift register, after one cycle, with the previous STATUS word having been presented as

the data input during the last cycle. The following two lisp functions, rchip-status and rchip-

checksum, reflect this one cycle latency. rchip-checksum computes its value using the sequence

of data words plus the status word which would have been computed one cycle before it. An

example from the RN1 test vectores illustrates the actual checksum values.
The following lisp code implements the checksum circuit in RN1, rev 1.

; Compute-checksum computes the checksum

iinputs: data-bytes :: list of 8-bit data bytes

;; outputs: (status checksum) :: two 8 bit bytes

;; The Checksum register is a 17 bit shift reg with feedback
;; from-bits 4 and 16. It is best described by this piece of code.
(defun compute-checksum (data-bytes)
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(declare (values status checksum))
(let ((checksum 0))

(loop for data in data-bytes
for feedback-bit (logxor (idb (byte 1 4) checksum)

(1db (byte 1 16) checksum))
for feedback-byte = (logand #o377

(lo xor data (dpb (1db (byte 7 0) checksum)
(byte 7 1)
feedback-bit)))

do (setq checksum
(dpb feedback-byte (byte 8 0)

(logand #o377777
(lsh checksum 1))))

finally (return (values (1db (byte 8 0) checksum)
(1db (byte 8 8) checksum))))))

;; This has to OR in the top 6 bits of status with useluseO
(defun rchip-status (data-bytes usel useO)

(multiple-value-bind (status ignore)
(compute-checksum data-bytes)

(values (logior (ish (1db (byte 6 2) status) 2)
(ish usel 1)

IsT8o ;add in the control bit

;; The checksum comes one clock cycle later, so we have to act as if we clocked
the checksum unit once more, with input data equal to the status byte which
was driven out last cycle!

(defun rchip-checksum (data-bytes usel useO)
(multiple-value-bind (ignore checksum)

(compute-checksum (append data-bytes
(list (rchip-status data-bytes usel useO))))

(values (logior #xOO ;control bit
checksum))))

This example test vector shows what the expected checksum and status bytes are
for a connection which was opened with routing byte $ICO, and had data $155
$122 $133 $IFF sent through it.

Note that checksum comes exactly one cycle after status.

(defun test-turni 0
(remark "&Opening connection from port 0 to IxICO")
(test-core-step :fwds '(#xlCO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
:expected-bckout '(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 #xlcO))
(remark "-&Sending data ")
(test-core-step :fwds'(#x155 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
:expected-bckout '(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 #x155))
(test-core-step :fwds '(#x122 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
:expected-bckout '(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 #x122))
(test-core-step :fwds '(#x133 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
:expected-bckout '(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 #x133))
(test-core-step :fwds '(#xlFF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)

:expected-bckout '(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 #xIFF))
(remark "-&Sending turn byte, expecting status ")
(let ((status (rchip-status '(#x815 #x122 #x133 #xiFF) 1 0))

(checksum (rchip-checksum '(#x155 *x122 #x133 #xlFF) 1 0)))
(test-core-step :fwds '(#xOFF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
:expected-fwdens '(1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) ;fd port becomes an output
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:expected-fTdout (list status 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) ;status
:expected-bckens '(1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1)
:expected-bckout 1(O 0 0 0 0 0 0 *xOFF)) ;chip is driving data fd and bk.
(remark "'&chksum")
(test-core-step :expected-fwdens '(1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
:expected-fwdout (list checksum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) ;checksum.
:expected-bckens '(1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0))) ;back port is an input now

(break)
(remark "-&Driving data #x123 into back port")
(test-core-step :expected-bckens '(1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0)
:bcks '(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 #x123)
:expected-fvdens '(1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
:expected-fvdout '(#x123 0 0 0 0 0 0 0))
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Appendix B

State Machine Code

B.1 Forward Port State Machine

The following state-machine programs are written to be input to the Berkeley BDSYN finite-
state machine compiler.

MODEL in outEnable, toXbar, stat, chk, net, allocate, rst,
idlepat, NxtState<2:0> =

PrvState<2:0>, sw, cb, turn, useO, usel,init

RST/RESET
INPUT.L = -IVPUT

COR T"ffn1c,- swallow z 1, fwd a 2, noturn-3,
status - 4, close = 5, backward = 6, bck2 a 7;
ROUTINE input.fsm;

net = 1; ' if not otherwise specified, mux the pad output fro net
toXbar = 1; ! by default, data from flops is pushed into xbar
outEnable z 0; by default, pad is an input pad.

IF AJNTHEN
NxtState = idle;
rst = 1;

END
ELSE
SELECT PrvState FROM

[status]:
BEGIN
toXbar a 0; ! get data from rbar
outEnable a 1; ! enable pad as output

netO ; chkml;

IF (useO NOR usel) THEN
NxtState a close

ELSENxtState a backward;

END;

[close]:
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BEGIN

toXbaruO;
outEnable = 1;

idlepat = 1; I send a drop to the previous chip
NxtState = idle;

END;

[backward,bck2]:
BEGIN
toXbar a 0; ' get data from Xbar
outEnable a 1; ! output enabled

IF turn THEN
ELE NxtState = noturn

SIF Y bTHEN

ELxtS tate a backward
B XtState idle;
RST = 1; net=O;
idlepat = 1;

END;
END;

•idle]:EGIN

IF (NOT cb) THEN

ELSIXtState = idle
IF Jw HEN

Lxtgate = swallow
ELSjw~te

xtState - fwd;
allocate a 1;

END;

END;

[swallow]:
BEGIN

allocate = 1;
NxtState = fwd;

END;

fwd]:

IF tBI HEN

outEnab e a 1; ! start driving status out
net=O; stat a 1;
NxtState - status;

ELS ENDYF •b THEN

ELbt tate - fwdELS E•IN_
BxtState idle;

rut a 1;
END;

END;

•Eoturn]:
PGIN
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outEnable = 0; ' become an input
NxtState = fwd;

END;

ENDSELECT;

ENDROUTINE;
ENDMODEL;

B.2 Back Port State Machine
MODEL out outEnable, idlepat, cbit, drop,
•xt tate<2:0> =rvttate<2:0>, use, fwdturn, bckturn, fwddrop, bckdrop;

6Ofifl1T94aI.e='*, idle2 = 1, goidlet= 2, goidle2 =3, fwd =4,

turnfwd = 5, backward = 6, turnbck U 7;

ROUTINE output-fsm;

outEnable = 1; ! default to being an output
idlepat = 1;

SELECT PrvState FROM

[idle,idle2,goidle,goidle2]:
BEGIN

idlepat = 1;

IF (use) THEN

idlepat = EGIN
NxtState = fwd;

ELSEEND
NxtState = idle;

END;

[fwd]:
BEGIN
idlepat = 0;

IF fwddrop THEN
BEGIN

drop a 1;
NxtState a idle;

IF fldtgrn THEN

ELSExttate a turnbck
ELSENxtState a fvd;

END;

Abackward]:
EGIN

outEnable a 0; ! be an input pad
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IF bckdrop THEN
BEG•N = 1;

idlepat = 1;
outEnable = 1; ! become an output, driving idle
NxtState = idle;

ELS •ND
IF THEN

outEnable = 1;cbit = 1; !hold back connection open during turn
NxtState = turnfvd;

END
ELSE

NxtState = backward; !connection still open.

END;

[turnfwd]:
BEGIN

cbit = 1; ' keep external connection open
NxtState = fwd;
END;

[turnbck]:
BEGIN
outEnable = 0; ' become an input pad

NxtState backward;
END;

ENDSELECT;

ENDROUTINE;
ENDMODEL;
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Appendix C

RN1 Revision 2 CRC

The second revision of the RN1 chip, RN1b, will use the CRC-CCITT 16 bit polynomial cyclic
redundancy check, as implemented by the bytestep() function show below. [Tanenbaum 81]
states the properties of the CRC-CCITT 16 bit polynomial checksum. These include catching

* All single-bit errors

* All double-bit errors

* All errors with odd number of bits

* All burst errors shorter than 16 bits

* 99.9969 percent of 17 bit burst errors

* 99.9984 percent of all other burst errors

The specifications for the RN1b chip explicitly state that the checkword generator is not to
be run in between sending the first and second bytes (status, checksum of the CRC during a
turn.

*

* CRC-CCITT generator simulator for byte wide data. Derived from from Joe
, Campbell's
*' C Programmer's Guide to Serial Communications

* (c) Henry Minsky 1990

"* This simulates the XOR circuit used to generate the modulo-2
"* remainder by dividing the message data by the CRC-CCITT generator
"* polynomial.

* CRC-CCITT - x-16 + x^12 + xz5 + 1
* The xor tree was generated by me by hand.

#include <stdio.h>
typedef unsigned short BIT16;

int messageo ] { OxC3, 0x66, OxF9, 0x55, Ox12, 0x33, Ox09, Ox4f, 0x23, 0x77};
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BIT16 p-div(BIT16 data, BIT16 divisor, BIT16 remainder);
BIT16 crchware(BIT16 data, BIT16 genpoly, BIT16 accum);

main(){
int a[16];
int d[8] i
int i, bat, j;
BIT16 acc = 0;

printf("sizeof(BIT16) = Xd\n", sizeof(acc));
for (i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
acc. = cchware((BIT16) message[i], (BIT16) 0xI021, acc);
printf("crchware acc = Ox.04x\n", acc);
}
/* clear the accumulator shiftregister */
for (i = 0; i < 16; i++)
a[i] = 0;

for (i = 0; i < 10; i.÷) {
/* fill data array with data *1
for (bit = 0; bit < 8; bit++)
if ( message~i] & (1 << bit) )
d[bit] = 1;
else
d[bit] = 0;

bytesLep(a, d);
acc = 0;
for (j 0 0; j < 16; j++)
acc += aEjJ << j;
printf("CRC value = Ox/.O4x\n", acc);

bytestep(BIT16 a[], BIT16 d[])
{ BIT16 t[16];

t[O] = a[8 - a[12 - dE4] - dE[];

tel] = a[91 a[131 - d[S] - dill;

t[21 = a[lO- a[141 - d[61 - d(21;

tE3] = aEl[] a[153 - dE7] - dE3];

te[] = a[12] - d[41;

tESI = a[13] - aC81 - a[12] - d[51 - d[4) - d[O1;

tE61 = a[141 - a[9] - a[131 - d[63 - d[S] - dill;

tE7] = a[10- a[14) - a[15] - dE21 d[6] d[73;
t[8] ) a[O] - a[11] - aiS] - d[7] - d[33;

tE9] - a[l] - a[121 d[43;

t•[10 = a[2] - a[13] - d[S];

tI[ll) a[3- a[141 - d[6);

t[12] - a[4) - a[1S] - a[8] - a[12] d[71 dE4] d[O];

t[133 a a[53 - a[9) - aC13J - d[S] d[t];
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t[14] - a[6] - a[10] - a[14] d[6] - d[2];

t[15] = a[7] - a[11] - a[15] - d[7] " d[3];

int i ;

for (i = O; i < 16; i++) a[i] t[i];

/* models polynomial division *,
BIT16 p-div(BIT16 data, BIT16 divisor, BIT16 remainder)

static BIT16 quotient, i;
for Ui = 8; i > 0; i--) {
quotient = remainder & Ox8000;
remainder <<= 1;
if ( (data <<= 1) & OxiOO)
remainder I= 1;
if (quotient)
remainder -= divisor;
}
return (remainder);
}
/* models crc hardware (minor variation on polynomial division algorithm) */
BIT16 crchware(BIT16 data, BIT16 genpoly, BIT16 accum)
{
static BIT16 i;
data <<= 8;
for (i = 8; i > 0; i--) {
if ((data - accum) & Ox8000)
accum = (accum << 1) - genpoly;
else
accum <<= 1;
data <<- 1;}
return (accum);
}
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Appendix D

Test Vectors

The test vector sets used in RN1, such as they are, are available on Internet host
REAGAN.AI.MIT.EDU:>transit>sim>rchip-test-vectors.
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Appendix E

Datasheet

(The RN1 Datasheet is included here)
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CHIP CARRIER REV 1

372 contact chip carrier package
1.400

000000000000000000000
o0oooooooooooooooooo 00 000000000000000000000

0 000000000000000 0 -. 050
000000000000000 0 0

all -- ~::

50 mi 0000ooooooooooo

0000 00000

pitch 00 "-•o-%°°°o°°°°o°°°°°°°°°°° 0
000000000000 0000000

- .-000000 O0000 00000

0.000 sealing lid .770x.770x.010

heat sink .050 thik

layer 1 top pads

layer 2 ground plane

layer 3 level 2 bonding

layer 4 +5volt power plane
layer 5 level 1 bonding

layer 6 +lvolt power plane

layer 7 bottom pads

0 .030 pad....012 drill .... plated through hole (can be plated shut) 372 places

0 .078 diameter hole -0.000 +.002 non-plated 2 places

O .078 slot -0.000 +0.002 .100 long non-plated 2 places
S.100 diameter hole +-.002 4 places

S type Ri16 chip capacitor .050x.100~x.050 max 4 places

l bonding pads 400 locations (shown partially) 2 levels of 50 per side
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